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ABSTRACT: This study focused on the potential of aluminum nitride
(Al12N12) and aluminum phosphide (Al12P12) nanomaterials as anode
electrodes of lithium-ion (Li-ion), sodium-ion (Na-ion), and potassium-
ion (K-ion) batteries as investigated via density functional theory (DFT)
calculations at PBE0-D3, M062X-D3, and DSDPBEP86 as the reference
method. The results show that the Li-ion battery has a higher cell voltage
with a binding energy of −1.210 eV and higher reduction potential of
−6.791 kcal/mol compared to the sodium and potassium ion batteries
with binding energies of −0.749 and −0.935 eV and reduction potentials
of −6.414 and −6.513 kcal/mol, respectively, using Al12N12 material.
However, in Al12P12, increases in the binding energy and reduction
potential were observed in the K-ion battery with values −1.485 eV and
−7.535 kcal/mol higher than the Li and Na ion batteries with binding
energy and reduction potential −1.483, −1.311 eV and −7.071, −7.184 eV, respectively. Finally, Al12N12 and Al12P12 were both
proposed as novel anode electrodes in Li-ion and K-ion batteries with the highest performances.

1. INTRODUCTION
Lithium is the lightest metal and, practically, the most
electropositive element on the periodic table. The industrial
relevance of lithium cannot be overemphasized, especially in
the fabrication of lightweight, high-energy density batteries.1 In
the past few decades, there has been growing research interests
focused on lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) due to the rising
demand for rechargeable LIBs which are used in the
manufacture of portable electronics like smartphones and
computer gadgets to high-performance hybrid electric vehicles
like the Tesla Model S.2 Rechargeable LIBs have high energy
density, low self-discharge, high storage capacity, small
memory effect, low maintenance, and small self-evacuation.3

During the charging process of LIB, the lithium ions migrate
from the positive to negative electrode, and in the discharge
process the motion of lithium ions is the reverse of that of the
charging process.

Despite the rise in demand of LIBs, there exist a number of
practical challenges mitigating the wider applicability of LIBs;
these include low safety, lithium leakage, high transportation
rate, and rapid aging.4 Thus, there is a need for an alternative
battery technology to surmount these challenges. More
recently, Na-ion batteries (NIBs) and potassium-ion batteries
(KIBs) are proving to have appealing and competitive
properties that meet industrial requirements for application
as a sustainable light energy storage device. These properties
include ready availability, nontoxicity, and cost effectiveness.

NIB and KIB technologies are a probable replacement for
lithium-ion batteries.5 In particular, potassium batteries have
been positively appraised for their large-scale energy storage
and cyclability.6 However, there are still limitations of KIB and
NIB technologies such as low diffusion of potassium ion
through a solid electrode, breakdown of the potassium after
repeated cycles, growth of dendrites, and poor heat
dissipation.7 Alongside the advancement in nanoscience and
technology, nanocones and nanotubes have been greatly
investigated as anode materials in metal-ion batteries. Reports
reveal that nanotubes and nanocages possess high energy
capacitance and can be used as anode materials in metal-ion
batteries.8 Chen et al.9 studied the potential of carbon, silicon,
boron nitride, and aluminum phosphide nanocages as anodes
of lithium, sodium, and potassium ion batteries, and their
results showed that the use of an Al21P12 nanocage as an anode
electrode in metal-ion batteries has higher potential than
B21N21, C24, and S24. Their study also revealed that the K-ion
battery has higher cell voltage and higher performance than Li-
ion and Na-ion batteries. Maziar et al.10 studied the potential
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application of aluminum nitride (AlN) in sodium-ion batteries
via DFT, and their results reveal that both atomic and cationic
sodium are preferentially adsorbed on a hexagon of the AlN
nanostructures so that Na+ adsorption is much stronger than
Na adsorption. Khan et al.11 performed a study exploring the
interaction of ionic liquids with Al12N12 and Al12P12 nanocages
for better electrode−electrolyte materials in supercapacitors
and reported that the complexes of the Al12P12 nanocage
exhibit higher values of adsorption energies than those of
Al12N12. The adsorption energies of IL complexes range from
−38.9 to −63.6 kcal/mol. From the thermodynamic proper-
ties, their results revealed that the adsorption of ILs on Al12N12
and Al12P12 is an exothermic and spontaneous process.
Similarly, a comparative DFT study on the prospective
application of C24, Si12C12, B12N12, B12P12, Al12N12, and
Al12P12 nanoclusters as suitable anode materials for magne-
sium-ion batteries (MIBs) was studied by Shakerzadeh et al.,12

and they discovered that the studied cages show remarkable
cell voltages of 2.7−3.7 V, mainly owing to great differences in
the interaction energies of Mg and Mg2+ adduct systems. Using
the DFT appraoch, Khalafi studied the first example of
lanthanum as a dopant on Al12N12 and Al12P12 nanocages for
improved electronic and nonlinear optical properties with high
stability, and their results show that the HOMO−LUMO
energy gaps were reduced (0.89 eV) in lanthanum-doped
Al12N12 and Al12P12 nanocages. Nevertheless, a first-principles
study of the adsorption behavior of the octyl-β-D-xyloside
surfactant on pristine Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages was
conducted by Khalafi, in which they were able to show that
both Al12N12 and B12N12 nanocages have the ability to detect
and adsorb the octyl-β-D-xyloside but the adsorption over the
Al12N12 is not favorable due to the high recovery time.

In this study, the potential aluminum nitride (Al12N12) and
aluminum phosphide (Al12P12) nanocages as anode materials
in lithium-ion, sodium-ion, and potassium-ion batteries have
been investigated via density functional theory. A detailed
comparative adsorption study using different adsorption
models has been carried out in the neutral and ionic state to
confirm and ascertain which functional exhibits better binding
than its studied counterparts. The adsorption models have
been established with the DSDPBEP86, PBE0-D3, and
M062X-D3 functionals with the first being the double hybrid
used as a standard and the latter with the long-range correction
as the training data set.

2.0. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
The geometric optimizations of the nanocages were performed
with the aid of the Gaussian 16 computational package using
the PBE0-D3 functional with the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set.13,14

The optimized files were further subjected to geometric
optimizations at the DFT/PBE0-D3/6-311+G(d,p) level of
theory. Frontier molecular orbital (FMO) analysis and the
density of state (DOS) plots were obtained using GaussView
6.0.1615 and GaussSum 3.0,16 respectively. Natural bond
orbital (NBO) computations for the investigation of the
stabilization or perturbation energy and charge transfer were
conducted using the NBO 7.0 module available in Gaussian 16
computational software.17 Energy calculations and optimiza-
tions of different systems were performed using the electronic
structure approach of density functional theory (DFT).18 This
further enables one to explore the electrochemical performance
of the Al12N12 and Al12P12 nanocages as anode materials for
LIBs, NIBs, and KIPs. In addition, the Multifn 3.7 dev16 was

used for the topological analysis based on the quantum theory
of atoms in molecules (QTAIM).19 Finally, the nanocage
compound reduction potential was computed using eq 1, with
its diagrammatical representation of the pattern in which
calculations were conducted and E(M/M+) = Li/Li+, Na/Na+,
K/K+. This is visualized in Figure 1 where Q = Al12N12, Al12P12
(cluster).

= +E G zF E/ (M/M )red
sol (1)

From eq 1, the reduction potential is given as ΔEred, the
change in Gibbs free cell in solution during the reduction of
the surfaces is ΔGsol, z is the number of transferred electrons
during reduction, and F is the Faraday constant (96.500 C/
mol). The adsorption energy is calculated using the
mathematical formula presented in eq 2

= +E E E E( )Ad(complex) complex surface metal (2)

where the Ecomplex denotes the energy of the complex, the
Esurface is the energy of the surface Al12N12 and Al12P12, and the
last Emetal is the energy of the selected alkali metals.20 PBE0-D3
(Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof exchange)21 and M062X-D3
(meta-generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional
exchange)22 are commonly used functionals in DFT studies
and are used in this work for the comparative adsorption
analysis. The binding or interaction energies of lithium,
sodium, and potassium and the nanocage surfaces of Al12N12
and Al12P12 were computed using eq 323

= +E E EBE ( ) BSSEcomplex surface alkali metals (3)

where BE is the binding energy, Ecomplex is the energy for the
studied complexes (Al12N12−Li, −Na, −K and Al12P12 −Li,
−Na, −K), respectively, Esurface is the energy of the studied
surface (Al12N12 and Al12P12), Ealkali metals is the energy of the
lithium, sodium, and potassium (Li, Na, K), respectively, and
BSSE is the basis set superposition error. The highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) energy gap of the nanocages are
defined using eq 424,25

= E EEg(eV) LUMO HOMO (4)

where Ehomo and Elumo corresponds to the HOMO and LUMO
energies in electron volts, respectively.

3.0. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, the adsorption of Li/Li+, Na/Na+, and K/K+ atoms on
the Al12N12 and Al12P12 nanocages will be investigated, and
their potential application as anode electrodes in LIBs, NIBs,
and KIBs will be considered. Finally, the results obtained will

Figure 1. Diagrammatical illustration of reduction potential of the
nanocages.
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be compared to determine the battery with the higher
performance.
3.1. Geometry and Structural Analysis. The geometrical

structures and the density of state (DOS) of the selected alkali
metals (Li, Na, K) along with the Al12N12 and Al12P12
nanocages for the adsorption studies are depicted in Figure
2a−d and were thoroughly optimized using DFT/PBE0-D3 at
the 6-311+G(d,p) level. Optimization helps to reveal and
determine the minimum energies and configurations of
systems and enables one to evaluate the structural parameters
within the systems, before, and after interactions.26 As revealed
in Figure 2, the bond lengths of Al12−N12 and Al12−P12 within
the Al12N12 and Al12P12 are 1.848 and 2.275 Å, respectively.
Before the interaction, the DOS plots in Figure 2b,d depict the
HOMO and LUMO energy of the Al12N12 nanocage which is
about −10.571 and −5.548 eV, generating Eg = 5.023 eV for
Al12N12, whereas the HOMO and LUMO energy of the Al12P12
nanocage are about −7.839 and −5.069 eV with an energy gap
value of Eg = 2.769 eV. Figure 3(a−f) and Figure 4(a−f)
display the optimized structure of the alkali metals with
Al12N12 and Al12P12 and their corresponding bond lengths,
respectively, as presented in Table 1.

Figure 3a-f visualize the optimized structures of Al12N12 after
interaction with alkali metals. For further investigation, the
bond lengths for the interaction of Al12N12 and alkali metals

were visualized, and the calculated bond lengths after
interactions are shown in Table 1. The interacted bond
between the nitrogen atom of the adsorbent (Al12N12) and
atoms of the adsorbates (Li, Na, K) follows a decreasing order
of N18−Na25 (2.268) > N19−K25 (2.562) > N18−Li25 (1.837)
for Al12N12−Na, Al12N12−K, and Al12N12−Li for the atom
complex, respectively, and for the ionic bond, it follows a
decreasing pattern of N19−K25 (2.641) > N18−Na25 (2.245) >
N18−Li25 (1.862) for the Al12N12−K+, Al12N12−Na+, and
Al12N12−Li+ complexes, respectively. From this order, we can
conclude that Al12N12−Li and Al12N12−Li+ have the smallest
bond lengths of 1.837 and 1.862 Å in their atomic and ionic
state, respectively, and Al12N12−Na and Al12N12−K+ have the
greatest bond lengths of 2.268 and 2.641 Å, respectively.

From the results obtained, we can confirm that there exists a
slight change in bond length; this is as a result of weak
interactions between the atoms. According to ref 27, the
shorter the bond length, the greater the reactivity; this implies
from our findings that the Al12N12−Li complex appears to be
the most reactive and less stable on the Al12N12 surface while
the Al12N12−K complex is the least reactive with greater
stability since the stability of the molecular complex is
dependent on the increase in bond length.28 This result
indicates a stretch in bonds around the Al12N12 surface due to
these interactions.

Figure 2. (a−d) Optimized structure of the nanocages Al12N12 and Al12P12 before interaction with alkali metals and their density of state plot at
DFT/PBE0-D3 at the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set.
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In Figure 4a−f, the optimized structure of the Al12P12 after
interaction with alkali metals is shown. Further investigation
was carried out on the bond lengths and its visualization, and
the calculated bond lengths after interactions are presented in
Table 1. The interacted bond between the phosphorus atom of
the adsorbent (Al12P12) and atoms of the adsorbates (Li, Na,
K) follows a decreasing pattern of P16−K25 (3.142) > P14−N25
(2.959) > P16−Li25 (2.410) for Al12P12−K, Al12P12−Na, and
Al12P12−Li for the atom complex, respectively, and for the
ionic bond, it follows a decreasing pattern of P17−K25 (3.113)
> P15−N25 (2.691) > P17−Li25 (2.528) for Al12P12−K+,
Al12P12−Na+, and Al12P12−Li+ complex, respectively. From
this pattern, we can conclude that Al12P12−Li and Al12P12−Li+
have the smallest bond length of 2.410 and 2.528 Å in its
atomic and ionic state, respectively, and Al12P12−K and
Al12P12−K+ have the greatest bond length of 3.142 Å
respectively. From this result, we can confirm that there is a
slight change in bond length, and this is as a result of weak
interactions between the atoms according to ref 25. The
shorter the bond length the stronger the bond; this implies
from our findings that the Al12P12−Li complex again appears to
be the most reactive and less stable in the Al12P12 surface and
the Al12P12−K complex is the least reactive with greater
stability. Since the stability of the molecular complex is
dependent on the increase in bond length this result indicates a
stretch in bonds around the Al12P12 surface due to interactiona.
3.2.0. Adsorption Study. 3.2.1. Adsorption of Alkali

Metals on the Al12N12 Nanocage. In this section, a
comparative adsorption study with respect to the double
hybrid (DH) as a reference were carried out to investigate the
binding energy and the potential of the Al12N12 nanocage as an

anode electrode and its behavior with respect to different
functionals. Three different functionals and a standard
functional were introduced in this study to calculate the
binding energy or interaction energy of the complexes. The
functionals are M062X-D3, PBE0-D3, and DSDPBEP86 via
the density functional theory (DFT) at the 6-311+G(d,p)
level. In the application of the three functionals, it is observed
that there is a strong interaction as a result of the negative
values of the interaction energies and compared to the
standard DSDPBEP86 (Table 2). All of the negative
interaction energy values were calculated using eq 2. The
optimized structure presented in Figure 3a−f, shows the atoms
that are directly involved in the interaction with aluminum
(Al12) on the aluminum-doped nitride (Al12N12); clearly, the
adsorption of alkali metals took place mainly on two atoms (Al,
N). The binding energies are calculated thusly Al12N12−K
(−0.678, −0.935 eV), Al12N12−Li (−1.036, −1.210 eV), and
Al12N12−Na (−0.542, −0.749 eV) for M062X and PBE0
functionals, respectively. Also, for the ionic interactions, the
binding energies are Al12N12−K+ (−6.949, −6.272 eV),
Al12N12−Li+ (−7.413, −6.775 eV), and Al12N12−Na+
(−6.952, −6.300 eV) for M062X-D3 and PBE0-D3 func-
tionals, respectively. From these results, it is observed that all
of the selected alkali metal molecules are strongly adsorbed by
the aluminum nitride material. Table 2 reveals that the value of
the binding energies shows that Al12N12−Li is greater followed
by Al12N12−K and Al12N12−Na for the M062X and PBE0
functional. It also reveals that in the ionic state Al12N12−Li+
had the greatest binding energy in M062X and PBE0 followed
by Al12N12−Na+ and Al12N12−K+. In general, for both atoms
and ions, we can conclude that Al12N12−Li has the greatest

Figure 3. (a−f) Optimized structures of Al12N12 after interaction with alkali metals at DFT/PBE0-D3 at the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set.
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binding energy. This result indicates the presence of a strong
intermolecular interaction. Our results here also correlate with
the result obtained in section 3.1 (geometric and structural
analysis) for the Al12N12 interaction with (Li, Na, K) where the
Al12N12−Li complex was evidently the most reactive and less
stable complex while Al12N12−K was the least reactive with
greater stability among all complexes studied.
3.2.2. Adsorption of Alkali Metals on the Al12P12

Nanocage. This section investigates a comparative adsorption
study with respect to benchmarking using three functionals,
M062X-D3, PBE0-D3, and DSDPBEP86, and a standard via
the density functional theory (DFT) at 6-311+G(d,p) level.
Also, in the application of the functionals, it is observed that
there exists a strong interaction between complexes; this is a
result of the negative values of the interaction energy
compared to the standard DSDPBEP86 with negative
interaction energy values as well (Table 3). All of the negative
values of the interaction energy were calculated using eq 2. The
optimized structures of Figure 4a−f show how the atoms
directly interact with aluminum (Al12) on the aluminum-doped
phosphide (Al12P12); again, the adsorption of alkali metals
takes place mainly on two atoms (Al and P). The interaction
with the atoms has binding energies for Al12P12−K (−1.523
and −1.485 eV), Al12P12−Li (−1.435, −1.483 eV), and
Al12P12−Na (−0.776, −1.323, −1.311 eV), for M062X and
PBE0 functionals, respectively. Also, for the ionic interactions,
the binding energies are Al12P12−K+ (−6.621, −5.944 eV),
Al12P12−Li+ (−6.672, −6.138 eV), and Al12P12−Na+ (−6.471,
−5.794 eV) for M062X and PBE0 functionals, respectively.
From these results, we found out that all of the selected alkali
metals molecules are strongly adsorbed by the aluminum

phosphide (adsorbent). Table 3 reveals that the value of the
binding energy of Al12P12−K is greater followed by Al12N12−Li
and Al12N12−Na for the M062X and PBE0 functional. It also
reveals that in the ionic state Al12P12−Li+ had the greatest
binding energy in M062X and PBE0, followed by Al12N12−K+

and Al12N12−Na+. In general, for both atoms and ion, we can
conclude that Al12P12−Li has the greatest binding energy and
thus the most stable. This result indicates the presence of a
strong intermolecular interaction. Our results here also
correlate with the result obtain in section 3.1(geometric and
structural analysis) of Al12P12 interaction with alkali metals
where the Al12P12−Li complex was evidently the most reactive
and less stable complex while Al12P12−K was the least reactive
with greater stability among all complexes studied with respect
to the three functionals.
3.3. HOMO−LUMO Analysis. The highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO),29 lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO),30 and energy gap (Egap)

31 of the studied
systems were computed in order to understand the nature of
the stability and reactivity of the studied system.32 According
to FMO theory, the HOMO acts as an electron donor and the
LUMO as an electron acceptor, and the energy gap denotes
the difference in energy levels between HOMO and LUMO.33

The stability and reactivity of the nanocage and complex
compound under study are crucially illustrated by energy gaps
derived from the HOMO and LUMO values of the
compounds in Table 4 and Table S3 of the Supporting
Information. Additionally, according to the previously
described FMO theory, the bigger the energy gap, the more
stable and less reactive the studied system becomes, whereas a
lower energy gap often accompanies less stability and high

Figure 4. (a−f) Optimized structures of Al12P12 after interaction with alkali metals at DFT/PBE0-D3 at the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set.
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reactivity. The HOMO−LUMO energy values of the bare
surfaces are −10.5705 and −5.5476 eV for Al12N12 with an
energy gap of 5.0229 eV, while those of Al12P12 are −7.8391
and −5.0692 eV, respectively, with an energy gap of 2.7698 eV.
The Al12N12 surface with the highest energy gap exhibits higher
stability and the least reactivity among the studied systems,
while Al12P12 with the lowest energy gap shows relatively
higher reactivity and less stability for the bare surfaces. After
interacting the surfaces with potassium (K), lithium (Li), and
sodium (Na), the energy gap decreases to 0.9761 eV (Al12P12−
K) and then 1.0008 eV (Al12N12−Li) and finally 0.9418 eV
(Al12N12−Na) due to a decrease in the energy gap value. The
adsorption of K, Li, and Na onto the Al12P12 surface reduces
the energy of the HOMO−LUMO in such a way that a
decrease in the energy gap of Al12P12−K, Al12P12−Li, and
Al12P12−Na was observed from 2.7698 in the Al12P12 surface to
1.1295 eV in the Al12P12−K system, then 1.1549 eV in
Al12P12−Li system, and finally 0.9853 eV in the Al12P12−Na
system. In the ionic state, when the surface Al12N12 was
adsorbed with K+, Li+, and Na+, a slight decrease was observed
in the energy gap value from Al12N12 (5.0229 eV) to Al12N12−
K+ (2.1970 eV) and then Al12N12−Li+ (4.9721 eV) and last
Al12N12−Na+ (4.9713 eV). These results indicate that the
Al12N12−Li+ system exhibits greater stability as a result of the
higher energy gap and Al12N12−K+ having the lowest energy
gap; hence, it is the most reactive and least stable system. For
Al12P12−K+, Al12P12−Li+, and Al12P12−Na+, the energy values
of the HOMO and LUMO are approximately comparable to
that of the bare surface (Al12P12),and the energy gap decreases
from Al12P12 (2.7698 eV) to Al12P12−K+ (2.7005 eV) and then
Al12P12−Li+ (2.7029 eV). However, an increase was observed
in the energy gap from Al12P12 (2.7698 eV) to Al12P12−Na+
(2.8564 eV). It was observed that the Al12P12−Na+ system with
the highest energy gap is the most stable and less reactive
compared to Al12P12−K+, which exhibits greater reactivity and
less stability due to its low energy gap. Thus, the trend of
results, Al12N12−Li and Al12P12−Li with the highest energy gap
value of 1.0008 and 1.1549 eV, respectively, shows clear
indications that it is more stable and less reactive. The results
obtained from this section agree with our results obtained in
section 3.1 (geometric and structural analysis) and the results
obtained in section 3.2.0 (adsorption of alkali metals on

Table 1. Selected Bond Lengths for the Studied Systems
Calculated at DFT/PBE0-D3/6-311++ (d.p.)

bond length (Å)

System Bond Before Interaction After Interaction

Al12N12−K N19−K25 2.562
Al2−N18 1.848 1.848
Al3−N22 1.848 1.849

Al12N12−Li N19−Li25 1.837
Al2−N18 1.848 1.790
Al3−N22 1.848 1.850

Al12N12−Na N18−Na25 2.268
Al2−N18 1.848 1.830
Al3−N22 1.848 1.960

Al12N12−K+ N19−K25 2.641
Al2−N18 1.848 1.864
Al3− 1.848 1.834

Al12N12−Li+ N18−Li25 2.410
Al2−N18 1.848 1.866
Al3−N22 1.848 1.833

Al12N12−Na+ N18−Na25 2.245
Al2−N18 1.848 1.917
Al3−N22 1.848 1.769

Al12P12−K P16−K25 3.113
Al2−P18 2.275 2.259
Al3−P15 2.275 2.259

Al12P12−Li P16−Li25 2.410
Al2−P18 2.275 2.257
Al3−P15 2.275 2.257

Al12P12−Na P16−Na25 2.398
Al2−P18 2.275 2.273
Al3−P15 2.275 2.285

Al12P12−K+ P16−K25 3.142
Al2−P18 2.275 2.246
Al3−P15 2.275 2.246

Al12P12−Li+ P16−Li25 2.528
Al2−P18 2.275 2.238
Al3−P15 2.275 2.238

Al12P12−Na+ P16−Na25 2.765
Al2−P18 2.275 2.267
Al3−P15 2.275 2.306

Table 2. Benchmarking of the Binding Energy of Al12N12
and Alkali Metals Calculated at M062X-D3 and PBE0-D3

System M062X-D3 PBE0-D3 DSDPBEP86

Al12N12−K −0.67777 −0.93497 −0.39961
Al12N12−Li −1.03613 −1.21044 −0.8404
Al12N12−Na −0.54208 −0.74962 −0.46492
Al12N12−K+ −6.94874 −6.27496 −6.6269
Al12N12−Li+ −7.41305 −6.77519 −7.10554
Al12N12−Na+ −6.95205 −6.30024 −6.61395

Table 3. Benchmarking of the Binding Energy of Al12P12
and Alkali Metals Calculated at M062X and PBE0

System M062X-D3 PBE0-D3 DSDPBEP86

Al12P12−K −1.523 −1.485 −1.005
Al12P12−Li −1.435 −1.483 −0.889
Al12P12−Na −1.323 −1.311 −0.828
Al12P12−K+ −6.621 −5.944 −6.297
Al12P12−Li+ −6.672 −6.138 −6.285
Al12P12−Na+ −6.471 −5.794 −6.250

Table 4. Energy of the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital
(EHOMO), Lowest Unoccupied Molecular orbital (ELUMO),
Band/Energy Gap (Egap), and Fermi Level Energy (EFL)

a

System EHOMO/eV ELUMO/eV Egap/Ev EFL

Al12N12 −10.5705 −5.5476 5.0229 8.0591
Al12P12 −7.8391 −5.0692 2.7698 6.4541
Al12N12−K −5.7201 −4.7440 0.9761 5.2321
Al12N12−Li −5.6409 −4.6401 1.0008 5.1405
Al12N12−Na −5.6298 −4.6879 0.9418 5.1589
Al12P12−K −5.6074 −4.4779 1.1295 5.0427
Al12P12−Li −5.6235 −4.4687 1.1549 5.0461
Al12P12−Na −5.4279 −4.4425 0.9853 4.9352
Al12N12−K+ −7.8704 −5.6733 2.1970 6.7718
Al12N12−Li+ −10.5866 −5.6145 4.9721 8.1006
Al12N12−Na+ −10.5523 −5.5811 4.9713 8.0667
Al12P12−K+ −7.8829 −5.1824 2.7005 6.5326
Al12P12−Li+ −7.8695 −5.1666 2.7029 6.5181
Al12P12−Na+ −7.8587 −5.0322 2.8264 6.4454

aAll computations are in electron volts (eV).
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Figure 5. HOMO−LUMO isosurface of the bare systems (a) Al12N12 and (b) Al12P12.

Figure 6. Optimized isosurface HOMO−LUMO of the complexes (a) Al12N12−K and (b) Al12N12−Li.

Figure 7. Optimized isosurface HOMO−LUMO of the complexes (a) Al12N12−Na and (b) Al12P12−Li.
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Al12N12−Li and Al12P12−Li). Hence, Li is a better material in
the modeling of metal ion batteries.

Visualization of the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) was captured for enhanced knowledge about the
distribution of atoms in the studied aluminum nitride and
aluminum phosphide and alkali metals. Figure 5 visualizes the
HOMO and LUMO of the bare surfaces, while Figures
6−Figure 8 visualize the HOMO and LUMO for the binding
of the surfaces with alkali metals, respectively.
3.4. Perturbation Energy Analysis. Natural bond orbital

(NBO) analysis was employed for the study of the intra- and
intramolecular charge transfers occurring between the
adsorbent and the doped atom.34 The intermolecular and
intramolecular charge transfer were carried out with the DFT/
PBE0-D3/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. The calculated NBO
in this study is presented in Table 5, and the information for
the NBO is presented in Table S1. The perturbation energy
which contains the highest second-order perturbation energy is
thoroughly selected for the sake of this study. The perturbation

energy for the given surfaces and complexes was computed
using eq 535 below

= = *E E q F E E(i, j)/ ( )2
i,j i

2
(5)

where q represents donor occupancy, Ei and Ej show the
diagonal elements, F(i,j) is the Fock matrix, and E2 is the
perturbation energy. From Table 5 and Table S1 of the
Supporting Information, it was observed that the five most
effective interactions for the both bare surfaces and the
interacted alongside the ionic state of the studied surfaces were
extracted. For the bare surfaces, in Al12N12, the highest and
lowest stabilization energy was observed at LP (1) N13 →
σ*(Al2−N13) and LP (1) N15 → σ*(Al8−N13) with values of
11.00 and 2.27 kcal/mol, respectively. Other stabilization
energies are 7.15, 4.36, and 5.11 kcal/mol corresponding with
the following interacting orbitals LP (1) N17 → LP*(1)Al2,
LP(1)N14 → σ*(Al8−N14), and σ(Al1−N20) → σ*(Al4−N24)
respectively. For Al12P12, the highest and lowest stabilization
energy value are as follows 5.81 and 2.02 kcal/mol with the
following interacting orbitals σ (Al12−P23) → σ*(Al9−P22) and
σ(Al4−P15) → σ*(Al6−P15), other interacting orbitals are
σ(Al7−P19) → LP*(1)Al8, σ(Al1−P16) → LP*(1)Al2 and
σ(Al5−P13) → σ*(Al5−P14) with stabilization energy values of
5.63, 3.95, and 3.52 kcal/mol respectively.

After interacting the surface with potassium (K), lithium
(Li), and sodium (Na), for Al12N12−K, Al12N12−Li, and
Al12N12−Na, respectively, the highest and lowest stabilization
energy values for each of the complexes were observed to be
73.65 and 25.20 kcal/mol with interacting orbitals π*(Al9−
N16) → σ*(Al9−N15) and σ(Al9−N15) → σ*(Al12−P17) in the
Al12N12−K system. In Al12N12−Li, the interacting orbitals for
the highest and lowest stabilization energy are π(Al12−N16) →
LP*(1)Al9 and LP(2)N19 → LP*(1)Al6 with values of 61.09
and 25.27 kcal/mol, and for Al12N12−Na, the stabilization
energy values for the highest and lowest are 44.82 and 11.65
kcal/mol with interacting orbitals π(Al12−N18) → LP*(1)Al2
and π*(Al3−N22) → π*(Al6−N19) respectively. For Al12P12−K,
the interacting orbitals were obtained for LP(1)Al12 →
LP*(1)Al9 and σ(Al9−P21) → σ*(Al12−P17) with the highest
and lowest stabilization energy of 39.45 and 5.09 kcal/mol
respectively, while other stabilization energy are as follows
19.72, 15.40, and 13.39 kcal/mol with interacting orbitals of
LP(1)Al12 → LP*(1)Al10, LP*(1)Al3 → LP*(1)Al1, and

Figure 8. HOMO−LUMO isosurface of the complexes (a) Al12P12−Li and (b) Al12P12−Na.

Table 5. Second-Order Perturbation Energy (E2) for the
Studied Systems at the DFT/PBE0-D3/6-311++G (d, p)
Basis Level

System Donor (i)
Acceptor

(j)
E2(i,j)

(kcal/mol)
Ei −
Ej F(i,j)

Al12N12 LP(1)N13 σ*Al2−N13 11.0 0.79 0.085
Al12P12 σAl12−P23 σ*Al9−P22 5.81 0.63 0.055
Al12N12−K π *Al9−

N16

σ*Al9−N15 73.65 0.07 0.302

Al12N12−Li π Al12−N16 LP*(1)Al9 61.09 0.57 0.238
Al12N12−Na π Al12−N18 LP*(1)Al2 44.82 0.49 0.188
Al12P12−K LP(1)Al12 LP*(1)Al9 39.45 0.02 0.056
Al12P12−Li LP(1)Al12 LP*(1)Al9 29.52 0.03 0.054
Al12P12−Na LP(1)Al4 LP*(1)Al6 72.61 0.01 0.055
Al12N12−K+ LP*(1)Al6 LP*(1)Al6 40.56 0.02 0.059
Al12N12−Li+ σAl9−N19 LP*(1)Al6 64.05 0.86 0.217
Al12N12−
Na+

σAl2−N18 LP*(1)
Al12

56.55 0.75 0.190

Al12P12−K+ LP*(1)Al1 LP*(1)Al5 100.62 0.01 0.054
Al12P12−Li+ LP*(1)Al12 LP*(1)Al9 73.27 0.02 0.052
Al12P12−Na+ LP*(1)Al4 LP*(1)Al6 60.07 0.01 0.046
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LP*(1)Al3 → LP*(1)Al4, respectively. It was observed that
29.52 kcal/mol (LP (1)Al12 → LP*(1)Al9) and 11.17 kcal/mol
(LP*(1)Al3 → LP*(1)Al4) possessed the highest and lowest
stabilization energy and their corresponding interacting
orbitals for Al12P12−Li, while for Al12P12−Na the highest and
lowest stabilization energy and their corresponding interacting
orbitals are 72.61 kcal/mol LP(1)Al4 → LP*(1)Al6 and 12.62
kcal/mol (LP*(1)Al3 → LP*(1)Al12), respectively.

For the ionic state of the interacted surfaces, the highest and
lowest stabilization energy with their corresponding interacting
orbitals for Al12N12−K+ are 40.56 kcal/mol (LP*(1)Al6 →
LP*(1)Al6) and 23.83 kcal/mol (LP*(1)Al6 → LP*(1)Al9),
while for Al12N12−Li+, the maximum and minimum stabiliza-
tion energy and their corresponding interacting orbitals are
64.05 kcal/mol (σAl9−N19 → LP*(1)Al6) and 22.55 kcal/mol
(σAl10−N16 → LP*(1)Al12). She stabilization energy and their
corresponding interacting orbitals for the highest and lowest
was observed at 56.55 kcal/mol (σAl2−N18 → LP*(1)Al12)
and 24.47 kcal/mol (σAl8−N13 → LP*(1)Al10) for Al12N12−
Na+ respectively. The stabilization energy and their corre-
sponding interacting orbitals for Al12P12−K+, Al12P12−Li+, and
Al12P12−Na+ were observed to be 100.62 kcal/mol (LP*(1)Al1
→ LP*(1)Al5) and 18.76 kcal/mol (LP*(1)Al3 → LP*(1)Al4),
73.27 kcal/mol (LP*(1)Al12 → LP*(1)Al9), 26.86 kcal/mol
(LP*(1)Al3 → LP*(1)Al12), 60.07 kcal/mol (LP*(1)Al4 →
LP*(1)Al6), and 8.84 kcal/mol (LP*(1)Al4 → LP*(1)Al1)
respectively.

It was observed that for the bare surface, when it was
interacted with the bare surface and at ionic state of the
studied compound, they all possessed higher and lower
stabilization energies and their respective interacting orbitals
as discussed above; hence, compounds with higher stabilization
energy are perturbed due to reactivity as a result of small
energy gap. Hence, Al12P12−K+, complex exhibits greater
stability due to its large perturbation energy while Al12P12−Li
exhibits the lowest perturbation energy with respect to Al12P12,
and the Al12N12−K complex exhibits greater stability due to its
large perturbation energy while Al12N12−K+ exhibits the lowest
perturbation energy with respect to Al12N12
3.5. Quantum Theory of Atom-in-Molecule (QTAIM)

Analysis. The QTAIM analysis exposes more details about
the noncovalent interaction between two molecules or within
molecules. The method was developed by Bader et al.36 It is an

approach that deals with the parameters of the topological
study. The QTAIM provides information surrounding the
property of molecules at a point called the bond critical point
(BCP).37 Bader’s quantum theory of atom-in-molecule analysis
was employed for the computation of the topological
parameters which includes the density of all electron ρ(r),
Laplacian of electron density ∇2ρ(r), Lagrangian kinetic
energy G(r), Hamiltonian kinetic energy K(r), potential energy
density V(r), and the energy density H(r);38 these parameters
enable us to determine the interactions and the bond formed
between lithium ion, sodium ion, potassium ion and the
studied nanocages of aluminum nitride (Al12N12) and
aluminum phosphide (Al12P12). The ∇2(r) and H(r) values
enable one to classify bonds as strongly covalent, partially
covalent, and noncovalent, respectively. For ∇2(r) < 0 and
H(r) < 0 it indicates a strong covalent bond, for ∇2(r) > 0 and
H(r) < 0 it indicates a partial covalent bond, while for ∇2(r) >
0 and H(r) > 0 it indicates a noncovalent bond. As observed in
Table 6, the Laplacian of electron energy density has positive
values from the studied surfaces, i.e., ∇2(r) > 0; this indicates
the accumulation of the electron density in the region of two
bounded atoms in agreement with ref 39. It is observed from
Table 6 that ∇2ρ(r) > 0 and H(r) > 0 indicate a weak covalent
interaction, i.e., a strong electrostatic bond, while ∇2ρ(r) > 0
and H(r) < 0 indicate a medium strength or partially covalent
bond since the value of H(r) is negative for the interaction
between AlN−Na+.37 The bonds and ∇2(r), H(r) values are
given as N19−K25 (0.1411, 0.2900); N19−K25 (0.1163, 0.3122);
N19−Li25 (0.3432, 0.1124); N19−Li25 (0.3184, 0.1124); N18−
Na25 (0.1887, 0.7769); N18−Na25 (0.4864, −0.5420); P16−K25
(0.5078, 0.1584); P17−K25 (0.5073, 0.1584); P17−K25 (0.3535,
0.1316); P16−Li25 (0.1036, 0.4569); P17−Li25 (0.1035,
0.4567). The results show that the bonds between lithium
ion, potassium ion, and nanocages are strong electrostatic
bonds and the bonds between sodium ion and nanocages are
partially covalent bond in the Al12N12 surface. The results also
confirm that in the Al12P12 surface the bonds between lithium
ion, potassium ion, and sodium ion are all strong electrostatic
bonds. This result confirms that there is greater binding
strength between the nanocages and the lithium-ion
compound and the potassium-ion compound.
3.6. Noncovalent Interaction (NCI). The nature of

interactions between the model nano surfaces Al12N12 and

Table 6. Values of the Topological Parameters of the BCPs of the Al12N12, Al12P12−Na, Li, and K Interactions Obtained from
the QTAIM Analysis

System Bonds BCP ρ(r) ∇2(r) G(r) K(r) V(r) H(r) ELF ε
Al12N12−K N19−K25 46 0.2867 0.1411 0.3238 −0.2900 −0.2900 0.2900 0.5363 0.0028
Al12N12−K+ N19−K25 55 0.2412 0.1163 0.2267 −0.3122 −0.2282 0.3122 0.4728 0.0035
Al12N12−Li N19−Li25 60 0.4253 0.3432 0.6939 −0.1124 −0.6332 0.1124 0.3829 0.0017
Al12N12−Li+ N19−Li25 46 0.3957 0.3184 0.6416 −0.1110 −0.5739 0.1110 0.3576 0.0002
Al12N12−Na N18−Na25 43 0.2824 0.1887 0.3349 −0.7769 −0.3165 0.7769 0.3512 0.0274
Al12N12−Na+ N18−Na25 65 0.7414 0.4864 0.4938 0.5420 −0.1324 −0.5420 0.8042 0.0096
Al12P12−K P16−K25 49 0.1439 0.5078 0.1111 −0.1584 −0.9527 0.1584 0.4616 0.0059

P17−K25 45 0.1439 0.5073 0.1111 −0.1584 −0.9517 0.1584 0.4613 0.0059
Al12P12−K+ P17−K25 56 0.1062 0.3535 0.4829 −0.1316 −0.6205 0.1316 0.3689 0.0083
Al12P12−Li P16−Li25 46 0.1879 0.1036 0.2133 −0.4569 −0.1673 0.4569 0.3098 0.0119

P17−Li25 49 0.1879 0.1035 0.2132 −0.4567 −0.1675 0.4567 0.3097 0.0121
Al12P12− Li+ P16−Li25 46 0.1496 0.7864 0.1589 −0.3769 −0.1212 0.3769 0.2619 0.0206

P17−Li25 49 0.1496 0.7867 0.8326 −0.3770 −0.1212 0.3770 0.2620 0.0205
Al12P12−Na P16−Na25 60 0.1109 0.4364 0.3625 −0.1700 −0.7511 0.1700 0.2872 0.0923
Al12P12−Na+ P15−Na25 58 0.1818 0.8524 0.1788 −0.3427 −0.1446 0.3427 0.3909 0.0002
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Al12P12 with the interacted systems K, Na, and Li together with
their ionic form have been widely studied using the analysis of
noncovalent interactions (NCIs) which include reduced
density gradient(s) and electronic density ρ(r). The relation-
ship between the two parameters is represented in recently
published literature.40 Through literature review, it is observed
that for noncovalent interactions small changes in the
electronic density will result in a major change in the reduced
density gradient value and the interaction in NCI is
characterized by the Laplacian of the electron density
(∇ρ(r)) along with three principal axes with three eigenvalues
(λi) of the Hessian matrix and the Laplacian and is expressed
in eq 6.

= + +( (r)) 1 2 3 (6)

From eq 1, much information on the kind of bond formation is
analyzed by λ2 such that if the λ2 has negative values the

interaction is regarded as hydrogen bonding while positive
values of λ2 depict repulsive force. The analysis of the
noncovalent interactions evaluated here is in agreement with
the QTAIM, which is another topological analysis. The
attractive force in the electrochemical concepts is understand
in the binding between the surface and the interacted atoms.41

Computational visualization of intramolecular and intermo-
lecular interactions within and between the complex molecules
revealed several astonishing zones permitted by the iso-surfaces
created, including van der Waals contacts, steric repulsion, and
strong attractive attractions. The weak interactions between
the surface and the gas molecules are visualized by the 3D iso-
surface and 2D DRG graphs employing Multiwfn software.42

These iso-surfaces are depicted with colors ranging from blue
to red depending on the values of λ2. The literature shows that
hydrogen bonding is represented by a deep blue color while
the red color indicates repulsive forces, respectively.43

Figure 9. Noncovalent interaction of the Al12N12 surface and alkali metal.
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Notwithstanding, the scattered maps establishes an apparition
of peaks at extremely very negative zones of the eigen (λ2)
value depicted by the blue color on the horizontal ordinate,
implying that the complexes Al12N12−K, Al12N12−Li, Al12N12−
Na, Al12P12−K, Al12P12−Li, and Al12P12−Na must have very
strong attractive intermolecular interactions, validating the

existence of hydrogen and hence stabilizing the interactions.
However, van der Waals forces depicted by the green peaks
existing between these two regions (strong attractive
interaction and steric repulsion) are characterized as regions
with low electron density when the eigen (λ) value approaches
zero. This, on the other hand, attempts to explain why

Figure 10. Noncovalent interaction of the Al12P12 surface and alkali metal.
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imperfect fits between interacting complexes are energetically
costly, prohibiting association because surface groups tend to
interfere. Nonetheless, the complexes reveal van der Waals
interactions, hence resulting in an increased binding energy
and shorter equilibrium distances. The different natures of the
intermolecular interactions in the studied geometries of the
modeled surface interacting with the K, Li, and Na are carefully
presented in Figures 9 and 10 for better understanding of the
nature of interactions. from the graph, and the wide green
patches of the atoms of the interaction between the Al12N12
and the Li atom show a stronger interaction. This statement is
very clear in the 2D -RGD graph. This corresponds to the
highest binding energy of (−1.210 eV) and higher redox
potential value of (−6.791 eV) compared to the studied
surface Al12N12 interaction. Similarly, the Al12P12 interaction
was observed to have the mixture of blue and green spikes in
the 2D-RDG graph confirming the stronger interaction
compared to the other studied interactions. the appearance
of the green iso-surface in the 3D plot of Al12N12−K complex
reveals intramolecular and intermolecular interactions. Fur-
thermore, within the six complexes, the depth of the blue color
bonded by the RDG iso-surfaces and the accompanying spike
peaks are very similar, indicating strong attraction between the
modeled nano surfaces and the interacted atoms, as the spike

peaks are approximately ranged from 0.00 to 1.40 au,
respectively.
3.7. Comparative Adsorption Study. Previous compa-

rative studies have shown the accuracy of double hybrid (DHs)
functionals as compared to other hybrids in the fourth rungs of
the Jacobi’s ladder.44 Presently, functionals with greater
accuracy for ground-state and excitation are attributed to
DHs functionals.45 For the purpose of this study, the
DSDPBEP86 DH functional has been invoked from the fifth
rung of Jacobi’s ladder as a standard of comparison. The
Schwabe and Goerigk reasoning46 provides that, using initial
high-level functionals (functionals from fifth rung of Jacobi’s
ladder) as standard, one can easily compare functionals in
different rungs and prevent the influence of incorrect data with
the potency of influencing expected outcome, hence, the
choice of our standard. This comparative adsorption study
aims at (i) affirming the accuracy of the functionals in the fifth
rung of the Jacobi’s ladder via the DSDPBEP86 DH functional
and (ii) investigating among the training data set which
adsorption model best predicts the adsorption energies of the
studied complexes.
3.7.1. General Equation for Double Hybrid Functionals.

Kohn−Sham (GGA) orbitals and eigen values pave the way of
generating DHs functionals. DHs are bred by combining the

Figure 11. (a,b) Line plot of the adsorption energies in the three models (neutral and ionic state).
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Hartree−Fock (HF) and perturbation second-order correla-
tion part (PT2) with standard gradient exchange. The general
equation for DHs is presented in eq 7. The accuracy of DHs
can be enhanced by using components and variables.

= + +
+

E a E aE b E

bE

(1 ) (1 )XC
DHDFT

X
DFT

X
HF

C
DFT

C
MP2 (7)

The application of LDA, GGA, or meta-GGA functionals on
the DH functional blueprints is an edge of attaining a sub-
ladder within the fifth rung of the Jacobi’s ladder. In all, the use
of a well-parametrized dispersion method is of great need for
DHs due to the small amount of perturbation correction.
Dispersion corrections such as D2 and D3 methods have
improved the accuracy of functionals over time,47 and for this
reason the hybrids, M062X-D3, and PBED-D3 functionals in
this comparative study have been enhanced by D3 dispersion
correction.

In Figure 11a,b, the three adsorption models (DSDPBEP86,
M062X-D3, and PBE0-D3) have been plotted and visualized in
a line plot for the neutral and ionic states. It can be seen from
Figure 12a,b that the PBE0-D3 functional is closer in value and
follows the same pattern as that of the DSDPBEP86 functional.
3.7.2. Statistical Analysis: RMSD, MAD, and MAE. The

adsorption models have been presented in this present study
using DSDPBEP86, M062X-D3, and PBED-D3 functionals,
where those with dispersion correction (D3) were modeled for
the training data set. Table 7 contains the adsorption models of

three different functional in neutral and ionic states. Figure
11a,b visualizes using the statistical values, the ranks of each
model by the size of the bar. The results of the RMSD, MAD,
and MAE calculated for the different complexes in the neutral
and ionic states are presented in Tables 8 and 9. Insight into

the deviation in the data set can be gained from the MAD
values. The MAD values of 0.2036 and 0.2524 for the neutral
and ionic state in the DSDPBEP86 model are the least values
compared to those in the M062X-D3 model (MAD = 0.3376
and 0.2582 in the neutral and ionic state, respectively) and in
PBE0-D3 with MAD values of 0.2355 and 0.2557 in the
neutral and ionic state, respectively. From this result, the
accuracy of the standard to the training sets has been
confirmed. Also, within the scope of the training set, PBE0-
D3 outperformed the M062X-D3 models in both states. Figure
12a,b visualize the trends in RMSD and MAD values for the
three models.

The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) analysis has been
utilized to further enhance the estimating error in the various
models. Smaller RMSD values often lead to lesser deviation in
the data set.47 Also, the RMSD values corresponding to

Figure 12. (a,b) Statistical values (RMSD and MAD) for the three
adsorption models in the neutral and ionic state.

Table 7. Three Adsorption Models for Complexes in
Neutral and Ionic States

standard training data set

system DSDPBEP86 M062X-D3 PBE0-D3

Neutral state
AlN−K −0.39961 −0.67777 −0.93497
AlN−Li −0.8404 −1.03613 −1.21044
AlN−Na −0.46492 −0.54208 −0.74962
AlP−K −1.00507 −1.52328 −1.48469
AlP−Li −0.88859 −1.43521 −1.48299
AlP−Na −0.82754 −1.3231 −1.31056
Ionic state
AlN−K+ −6.6269 −6.94874 −6.27496
AlN−Li+ −7.10554 −7.41305 −6.77519
AlN−Na+ −6.61395 −6.95205 −6.30024
AlP−K+ −6.29694 −6.62134 −5.94421
AlP−Li+ −6.28454 −6.6723 −6.13828
AlP−Na+ −6.25032 −6.47093 −5.794

Table 8. Calculated MAD and RMSD for the Three Models
in Neutral and Ionic State

DSDPBEP86 M062X-D3 PBE0-D3

Neutral state
MAD 0.2036 0.3376 0.2355
RMSD 0.2242 0.3729 0.2728
Ionic state
MAD 0.2524 0.2582 0.2557
RMSD 0.3001 0.3068 0.3110

Table 9. Calculated MAE Values in Neutral and Ionic State
between the Standard and Training Dataset

Neutral state

MAEDSDPBEP86‑M062X‑D3 MAEDSDPBEP86‑PBE0‑D3

0.17595 0.22893
Ionic State
MAEDSDPBEP86‑M062X‑D3 MAEDSDPBEP86‑PBE0‑D3

0.17595 0.22893
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different models have been calculated and presented in Table
8. For the DSDPBEP86 model, the RMSD values of 0.2242
and 0.3001in the neutral and ionic states are the least values
observed when compared with M062X-D3 (RMSD = 0.3729
and 0.3068) and PBE0-D3 (RMSD = 0.2728 and 0.3110) in
the neutral and ionic state, respectively. This result also affirms
the accuracy of the standard set used over the training set. In
the frame of the training data set, PBE0-D3 outperformed
M062X-D3 in the neutral state and last in the the ionic state,
and M062X-D3 performed better than its PBE0-D3 counter-
parts. We arrive at a conclusive scientific report that in this
comparative adsorption study the DSDPBEP86 functional
retains its superiority in neutral and ionic states among its
studied counterparts: M062X-D3 and PBE0-D3. Also, PBE0-
D3 showed more accuracy than M062X-D3 in neutral and
ionic states. The calculated MAE values are presented in Table
9, and it can be observed that these values are lower in M062X-
D3 (MAE = 0.17595 and 0.17595) than in PBE0-D3 (0.22893
and 0.22893).
3.8. Density of States (DOS). The density of state plots

displayed in Figure 13a−f and Figure 14a−f reveal more
insight into the electronic pattern of the HOMO−LUMO of
the aluminum-doped nitride (Al12N12) and the aluminum-
doped phosphide (Al12P12) nanocages before and after
adsorption with the studied alkali metals. The conductivity
of a surface can be investigated via the DOS.48 As displayed in
Figures 13 and 14, a change in the energy states of the
HOMO−LUMO appeared near the Fermi level. The DOS

plots also make it possible for one to visualize the slight change
in complexes due to the weak interaction between the
aluminum atom of the adsorbents Al12N12 and Al12P12 and
the nitrogen and phosphorus atoms of the adsorbate (studied
alkali metals). A change in electrical conductivity can occur as
a result of a change in the energy gap, hence raising the
sensitivity. These changes are observed to be very mild,
indicating weak interactions among Al12N12−K, Al12N12−Na,
Al12N12−Li, Al12N12−K+, Al12N12−Na+, Al12N12−Li+, Al12P12−
K, Al12P12−Na, Al12P12−Li, Al12P12−K+, Al12P12−Na+, and
Al12P12−Li+ complexes.49 With respect to Al12N12, a decrement
in Al12N12−K, Al12N12−Na, Al12N12−Li, Al12N12−K+, Al12N12−
Na+, and Al12N12−Li+ energy values of 0.9761, 1.0008, 0.9418,
2.1970, 4.9721, and 4.9713 eV, respectively, shows strong
interaction. Also, with respect to the Al12P12, a decrement in
Al12P12−K, Al12P12−Na, Al12P12−Li, Al12P12−K+, and Al12P12−
Li+ energy values of 1.1295, 0.9853, 1.1549, 2.7005, and 2.7029
eV, respectively, shows strong interaction in the Al12P12
surface. Meanwhile an increment is observed in the Al12P12−
Na+ complex with an energy value 2.8264, which further
implies weak sensitivity along the bond in Al12P12.The intensity
of the HOMO with the virtual orbital LUMO is displayed in
Figures 13 and 14.
3.9. Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA). The

analysis of energy decomposition is an important tool used
for quantitative interpretation of chemical bond in terms of
three major expressions.50 ΔEtot (kJ/mol) is the instantaneous
total interaction energy between the studied fragments (i.e.,

Figure 13. (a−f) Density of state plots for the interaction between Al12N12 and alkali metals.
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the surface and the adsorbate) in the molecule, which is further
divided into three major terms, quasiclassical electrostatic
interaction ΔEels between the studied fragment, the repulsive
exchange ΔEex, and the orbital (covalent) interaction ΔEorb,
which usually arises from the relaxation and the orbital mixing
between the fragment.51 Negative ΔEels indicate the two
fragments are neutral; invariably, the exchange repulsion is
positive. The orbital interaction term also known as induction
or polarization term. The change in exchange repulsion is the
destabilizing interaction between the two fragments in the
molecules. These two parameters studied here were calculated
using eqs 8−10.

=E E E E(kJ/mol)tot complex surface alkali metal (8)

= _ _ _ _E E E(kJ/mol) SCF Last SCF 1orb
st

(9)

+ =E E E E(kJ/mol)els ex tot orb (10)

Table 10 presents EDA results of the (Al12N12) and
(Al12P12) interactions with the alkali metals (K, Li, and Na)
to vividly understand the bonding concept and adsorption
behavior of the studied complexes. From the results, Al12N12−
K, Al12N12−Li, and Al12N12−Na were observed to have total
energies of −121.834, −167.856, and −120.549 kJ/mol and an
orbital interaction energy of −5321.891, −5314.978, and
−5323.198 kJ/mol, respectively, while the sum of the
electrostatic and exchange repulsion energy destabilized the
studied systems by 5200.056, 5147.121, and 5143.148 kJ/mol,
respectively. Similarly, Al12P12−K, Al12P12−Li, and Al12P12−Na

systems were observed to have a total interaction energy of
−193.019, −217.368, and −184.549 kJ/mol which was
observed to have an orbital energy of −502.4635,
−420.7988, and −428.1984 kJ/mol, respectively. Imperatively,
the summation of electrostatic and exchange repulsion was
observed to be 309.4438, 203.4299, and 243.6486 kJ/mol,
respectively, from the results presented in Table 10, Al12N12−
Li was observed to have the highest negative interaction
energy, and Al12N12−Na was seem with the least interaction
energy. The higher interaction energy observed here was also
observed form the reduction potential and the Frontier
molecular orbital analysis, which is an indication that the
energy decomposition analysis is in good agreement with the
other studied objectives. It is also important to point out that
from these studied systems the major contribution was
observed from the mixing of the orbital energy.

Figure 14. (a−f) Density of state plots for the interaction between Al12P12 and alkali metals.

Table 10. Calculated Values of Total Energy ΔEtot (kJ/mol),
Orbital Energy ΔEorb (kJ/mol), and the Sum of the
Electrostatic and Exchange Repulsion Energy ΔEels + ΔEex
(kJ/mol)

System ΔEtot (kJ/mol) ΔEorb (kJ/mol) ΔEels+ ΔEex (kJ/mol)

Al12N12−K −121.834 −5321.891 5200.056
Al12N12−Li −167.856 −5314.978 5147.121
Al12N12−Na −120.549 −5323.198 5143.148
Al12P12−K −193.019 −502.4635 309.4438
Al12P12−Li −217.368 −420.7988 203.4299
Al12P12−Na −184.549 −428.1984 243.6486
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3.10. Electrochemical Studies. 3.10.1. Li, Na, and K
Binding Energy on the Al12N12 and Al12P12 Surfaces. To

determine the binding energy of lithium, sodium, and
potassium energies on the Al12N12 and Al12N12 surfaces, the

Table 11. Binding Energy, ΔGg
red, ΔGsol

red, and Ered/(M/M+) for the Studied Surfaces

System B.E. (eV) ΔGg
red ΔGsol

red E0 (V) Ered/(M/M+) BSSE Ecorrected

Al12N12−K −0.935 0.172 0.132 3.588 −6.513 0.0012 0.9749
Al12N12−Li −1.210 0.182 0.137 3.716 −6.791 0.0019 0.9989
Al12N12−Na −0.749 0.182 0.136 3.696 −6.414 0.0020 0.9398
Al12P12−K −1.485 0.189 0.169 4.610 −7.535 0.0011 1.1284
Al12P12−Li −1.483 0.213 0.148 4.026 −7.071 0.0021 1.1528
Al12P2−Na −1.311 0.219 0.164 4.467 −7.184 0.0023 0.9830

Table 12. Reduction Potential E0 (V) Calculated at Different Temperatures (K) for the Studied Complexes

Temp (K) Al12N12−K Al12N12−Li Al12N12−Na A12P12−K A12P12−Li Al12P12−Na

298.15 3.588 3.716 3.696 4.61 4.026 4.467
308.15 4.695 5.239 4.967 5.455 5.772 5.745
318.15 4.424 4.968 4.968 5.455 5.773 5.746
328.15 4.696 4.968 4.969 5.455 5.775 6.291
338.15 4.969 4.969 5.243 5.455 5.777 6.019
348.15 4.969 4.969 4.972 5.455 5.506 5.749

Figure 15. Plots of reduction potential against different temperature of the studied systems.
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interactions Al12N12−K, Al12N12−Li, Al12N12−Na and Al12P12−
K, Al12P12−Li, and Al12P12−Na were calculated using eq 3. For
Al12N12 and Al12P12 surfaces, the results obtained are presented
in Table 11.

= + +E E EBE ( ) BSSEcomplex surface alkalimetals (11)

As presented in Table 11, it can be deduced that among the
three interactions within the Al12N12 surface Al12N12−Li
possessed a maximum binding energy of −1.210 kcal/mol
followed by Al12N12−K and Al12N12−Na complexes with
values of −0.935 and −0.749 kcal/mol, respectively. The result
indicates that Al12N12−Li has a greater stability in the Al12N12
surface. Also, as presented in Table 11, we can deduce that
among the three interactions within the Al12P12 surface it is
observed that the Al12P12−K complex attained a maximum
binding energy of −1.485 kcal/mol followed by Al12P12−Li and
Al12P12−Na complexes with values of −1.483 and −1.311 kcal/
mol. This result indicates that Al12P12−K has a greater stability
in the Al12P12 surface.
3.10.2. Reduction Potential. To estimate the reduction

potential E0 (V), the Born−Haber cycle, which is also an
application of the Hess law, was employed, and the results are
presented in Table 11. The redox potential with respect to Li/
Li+, Na/Na+, and K/K+ reference electrode was computed
using eq 12.52,53

= +E
G
zF

E M M( / )0 cell red

(12)

From eq 12, ΔGcell is the Gibb’s free energy of the cell for the
Li+, Na+, and K+ reduction process, z is the number of
electrons transferred during the reduction, and F is the Faraday
constant (96.500 C/mol) of the redox potential of the Li+,
Na+, and K+ reference electrode.53 From the results presented
in Table 11 we can see a slight increment in the value of the
reduction potential in Al12N12 with the order of Al12N12−Li
(−6.791) > Al12N12−K (−6.513) > Al12N12−Li (−6.414).
However, one concludes that the interaction Al12N12−Li has a
more negative electrode potential and as such will better act as
electrode potential during the discharge process than the two
other complexes. From Table 11, clearly an increment in the
value of the reduction potential in Al12P12 surface with order
Al12P12−K (−7.535) > Al12P12−Na (−7.184) > Al12P12−Li
(−7.071) were observed. However, the conclusion is that the
interaction Al12P12−K (−7.535) has a more negative electrode
potential and as such, will better serve as a reducing agent
during the discharge process in Al12P12. The increase in cell
voltage is a result of the low energy gap which affects the
kinetic stability by increasing its reactivity.

The Basic Set Superposition Error (BSSE) as applied to the
calculation of intermolecular complexes is often applied in the
calculation of the energies and never to the geometries of
transition states (TSs). From Table 11, a significant decrease
was observed between the energy gap (Eg) and Ecorrected as a
result of the BSSE value with Al12N12−Li and Al12P12−Li
possessing better stability and less reactivity, thereby making Li
a better material in the modeling of metal ion batteries as
discussed earlier in HOMO−LUMO analysis before the BSSE
was considered. The BSSE corrections does not greatly
influence the energy gap of the nanocages in its neutral state
and at the ionic state of the studied systems as shown in Table
11 after carrying out the BSSE calculations.

3.10.3. Influence of Temperature on Reduction Potential.
The reduction potential E0 (V) for the studied interactions has
been considered in this study; nevertheless, it is important for
both experimental and theoretical researchers to check the
influence of temperature on the reduction potential of anode
materials this is because the thermal stability of electrode
during the charge/discharge process is a main factor for higher
performance batteries.54,55 In this regard, theoretical influence
of temperature has been considered in this study and the result
is presented in Table 12. Notable observation in the value of
the reduction potential shows the convergence in value for the
reduction potential for the A12N12−Li and A12P12−K
interactions. The pictorial view for the slight changes observed
in the reduction with respect to the temperatures 298.15,
308.15, 318.15, 328.15, 338.15, and 348.15 K is depicted in
Figure 15. From these values, the corresponding variation of
the sloped reduction potential as a function of temperature was
small. Important Al12N12−Li and A12P12−K systems, as
observed from our aforementioned findings in this study, had
great thermal stability given rise to a stable plot compared to
their counterpart. While all the interactions are linearly
dependent on the redox potential at temperatures of 300 and
310 K, an irregular behavior was observed above 310 K. The
interactions: AlN−Li, AlP−K, and AlP−Li were observed to
have optimum working conditions because a stable temper-
ature value was observed at a redox potential of 5.00, 5.4, and
5.7 V respectively. Other interactions show an irregular
variation with increasing temperatures. Overall, the inter-
actions of the alkali metals with the AlP and AlN clusters at a
temperature beyond 300 K show a nonlinear relationship with
the performance of the cell while other interactions gave a
stable potential that is independent of temperature changes.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the potential of aluminum nitride (Al12N12) and
aluminum phosphide (Al12P12) nanocages as anode electrodes
of Li-ion, Na-ion, and K-ion batteries has been investigated
using the PBE0/6-311+G(d,p) basis set (DFT) to explore the
adsorption of Li, Na, and K on Al12N12 and Al12P12 nanocages.
All possible interactions on the nanocage were investigated.
The remarkable results for Al12N12 and Al12P12 were as follows:

(i) Al12N12 was observed to have the highest HOMO−
LUMO energy gap of 5.0229 e/V indicating higher stability of
cage compared to Al12P12 with a HOMO−LUMO energy gap
of 2.7698 eV. Also, Al12N12 has the highest second-order
perturbation energy with a value 11.0 kcal/mol compared to
Al12P12 with a value 5.81 kcal/mol.

(ii) Al12N12−Li and Al12P12−Li complexes had the shortest
bond lengths of 1.837 and 2.410 Å in the Al12N12 and Al12P12
surfaces, respectively, making the interaction with lithium the
most reactive of all the studied complexes.

(iii) The natural bond orbitals table reveals that the
complexes Al12P12−K+ (100.62 kcal/mol) and Al12P12−Li
(29.52 kcal/mol) had the highest and lowest perturbation
energy values for the Al12P12 surface and Al12N12−K (73.65
kcal/mol) and Al12N12−K+ (40.56 kcal/mol) were the highest
and lowest perturbation energy values for the Al12N12 surface.

(iv) In the Al12N12 surface, the highest and lowest negative
binding energies were observed in Al12N12−Li with a value of
−1.210 eV and Al12N12−Na with a value −0.749 eV, while in
the Al12P12 surface Al12P12−K and Al12P12−Li with values of
−1.485 and −1.483 eV showed the highest and lowest negative
binding energy.
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(v) From QTAIM analysis, all complexes of Al12N12 and
Al12P12 except Al12N12−Na+ showed a noncovalent interaction
due to the positive values of the pair H(r) and ∇2ρ(r). Also, all
of the Laplacian of electron density ∇2ρ(r) values are less than
1 for the studied complexes. This indicates the accumulation of
electron density between the bounded atoms. Complexes such
as Al12N12−Li and Al12P12−K showed relatively greater
stability with an electrophilicity index of 0.0017 and 0.0059
a.u., respectively.

(vi) The noncovalent interactions analysis shows that
Al12N12− Li and Al12P12− K complexes possess a rich blue
color, indicating a strong attraction between the modeled nano
surfaces and the interacted atoms.

(vii) In Al12N12, the complex Al12N12−Li with a value
−6.791 has a higher reduction potential than Al12N12−K and
Al12N12−Na with values of −6.513 and −6.414, respectively,
making Al12N12−Li the most stable and less reactive complex,
while in the Al12P12 surface, the complex Al12P12−K with a
value of −7.535 eV has a higher reduction potential value than
Al12P12−Na and Al12P12−Li with values of −7.184 and −7.071
eV, respectively.

(viii) Al12N12−Li has the highest performance, and it is
proposed as a novel metal-ion battery with the highest
potential in Al12N12. Al12P12−K can also be proposed as a
novel metal-ion battery, since it has the highest potential in
Al12P12.
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